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Thank you to 
everyone who came 
to Holidays of Love!



KSA Eboard Elections
Nominations: March 4th - March 10th

Elections: March 19



KSA’s E-Board
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Vice President
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Secretary
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Kim
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Daniel
Kim

Web Chair

Calvin
Han
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EBoard’s Roles and Responsibilities
● President: Presides KSA meetings and makes sure the club improves
● Vice President: Assists the president and prepares EBM minutes
● Treasurer: responsible for KSA’s financial transactions and Managing   

budgeting forms on DuckSync.
● Secretary: Prepare presentations and agendas for all General Body Meetings.
● Social Chair:responsible for all internal KSA events and informing the GB of 

meetings
● Historian:Take pictures and videos of all events that KSA hosts or co-hosts
● Web Chair: Create posters/flyers for all KSA events
● ESC Rep: Official representatives of KSA at the Ethnic Student Council 

meetings



KSA Events



K-pop Dance Night
February 28th @9PM

Jacobus Dance Studio



Unity Practices
Mondays Jacobus Dance Studio 

Thursdays BC210
Both practices start at 9PM



Stevens Events



BSU’s Different Tastes of Black
 February 28 at 1:00 PM

Jacobus Lounge



SIC’s Martedi Grasso
March 2 @ 5PM
Hayden Lounge



Culture 
Time!



What is the difference between Korean, Chinese, 
and Japanese chopsticks?



Chinese Chopsticks
● The Chinese were the first people to invent chopsticks over 

5000 years ago. 

● They are mostly made of unfinished wood and have a 
rectangular shape with the blunt end. 

● Chinese chopsticks are long and thicker than Korean and 
Japanese models.

● These chopsticks are long since Chinese food is often served 
on "Lazy Susan's." 



Japanese Chopsticks
● The Japanese developed distinctive types of chopsticks. 

● They have numerous styles of chopsticks used for different 
purposes, including cooking usage, eating specific meals, 
picking up sweets, and during funerals. 

● The Japanese use a number of materials in the making of their 
chopsticks. Wood and plastics are the primary materials 
utilized today.

● Japanese chopsticks are generally rounded at the ends and 
shorter than Chinese models but longer than Korean models. 

● They are also more colourful and intricately designed.



Korean Chopsticks
● Korean chopsticks are often stainless steel, while those 

utilized in Japan and China are made of natural materials. 

● Because metal can be slippery, these chopsticks are made 
rough at the ends in order to diminish that trait. 

● Another noticeable difference is that they are not of the same 
length as those used in Japan and China.

● In the early times, pure silver chopsticks were only used by 
the king as the silver would change its color if anyone 
attempted to poison the king’s food. 



Changing Chopsticks
● The Changing Chopsticks could decrease the size of the 

user, an object or many people and objects together. 

● In the beginning it was shown that the Changing Chopsticks 
needed physical combat to decrease someone's size, but 
later in the series it could unleash a yellow beam to do so. 

● It could also be used in combination with the Reversing Mirror 
to increase an object's size, but both Shen Gong Wu were 
then required to shrink things to their normal size. 

● Regardless of the size modification, if the change was not 
reversed within a day, the results will become permanent.



UNITY PRACTICE NOW!
JACOBUS DANCE STUDIO!


